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SDK/Driver Status

Gen3 SDK
Windows 1.5.0

Linux 1.5.0

Gen3 Driver
Windows 1.4.9

Linux 1.4.9

Gen2 SDK
Windows 4.9.3

Linux 2.8.1

Gen2 Driver
Windows 3.17

Linux 2.12.0

For details and download
instructions visit the Alpha Data
Website.

Design, Develop,
Deploy!

Alpha Data's unique hardware
architecture and modular approach
allows the designer to easily
integrate the three phases of
product realization on a single
board; Design, Develop Deploy!

Alpha Data's latest Virtex-7 XMC
board, the ADM-XRC-7V1, can be
slotted directly into a desktop PC
using a PCIe carrier, providing the
designer a complete environment to
design, simulate and test hardware.
The ADM-XRC-7V1 can also be
installed into an embedded system
on a single-board computer or other
carrier board. No migration of the
FPGA design is required,
eliminating issues that arise from
differences between a development
board and a deployable board.
There is no need to completely
redesign the FPGA board,
precluding timescale issues, new
production tooling costs and
procurement of new components.

Alpha Data Inc GSA
Products

"Alpha Data Inc. is a U.S. General
Services Administration (GSA)
Multiple Award Schedule contract
holder on IT Schedule 70 (Contract
# GS-35F-0323Y). Under the five
year contract, Alpha Data Inc. will
be listed as a government-
approved vendor and can provide
powerful reconfigurable technology
to U.S. federal, state, and local
governments.

The ADM-XRC-5T2-LX330T-1/X  is
available for ordering directly
through the GSA Advantage!®
online shopping and ordering
system.

Visit the GSA Website for full
details.

OpenVPX Products

ALPHA DATA RELEASES XILINX VIRTEX-7 BASED FPGA
CARD FOR OpenVPX SYSTEMS

Ideal for rugged embedded computing applications, the ADM-VPX3-7V2 from Alpha
Data is designed to support the world's largest FPGA (V2000T), PCIe Gen3,
VITA57 FMC I/O, full industrial ruggedization, along with the widely respected Alpha
Data software development kit and technical support.

11 February 2013: Denver, CO

Alpha Data is proud to announce the release of a new line of VPX products
featuring the ADM-VPX3-7V2, a high-performance reconfigurable, 3U OpenVPX
format based on the Xilinx Virtex-7 range of Platform FPGAs.

3U VPX cards offer an ultra-rugged and compact form factor loaded with IO that
can operate at 10Gbps+. Most importantly, VPX utilizes a standardized control and
data flow architecture supported by vendors around the world letting the designer
utilize every square inch of the latest and largest FPGAs on the market.

Combining the performance, ease-of-use, and reliability of the 7V2 with OpenVPX
interoperability, system integrators will find they can create compact, cost effective,
ultra-rugged solutions, for a plethora of challenging applications. Alpha Data's
COTS VPX boards are ready to design, develop, and deploy.

The ADM-VPX3-7V2 features include a built-in PCI Express Gen2 interface with
DMA, optional PCIe Gen3 interface to the user FPGA, external memory, high-
density I/O using a Vita 57 high Pin Count FMC interface, Gigabit Ethernet
Interface, system monitoring, and flash boot facilities. A Rear Transition Module
(RTM) is also available to accelerate development by providing monitor and control
access to all rear (backplane) IO signals.

In addition to the ADM-VPX3-7V2, Alpha Data offers three ready-made VPX
solutions that are two-part assemblies comprised of a 3U VPX carrier card and a
modular XMC FPGA mezzanine card. The ADA-VPX3-7V1, the ADA-VPX3-7K1,
and the ADA-VPX3-6T1 feature XRM front IO adapters, two mSATA sites and
1000Base-x ethernet. For more information on Alpha Data's VPX assemblies please
see www.alpha-data.com/vpx.php.

"VPX is the future of rugged embedded computing; these
switched serial systems unleash the incredible
bandwidth of the latest generation Virtex-7 FPGAs. Alpha
Data's lineup of OpenVPX products allows engineers to
quickly design new applications using off-the-shelf
hardware and deploy on the same hardware with full
ruggedized support."

Adam Smith, CEO.

An introduction to VPX

The VPX Standards, ANSI/VITA 46.0-2007, is an extension of the VME standard.
VPX utilizes a switched fabric backplane and uses high-speed capable connectors.
This allows systems to run serial protocols, such as PCI Express, as their
backplane communications medium. Open VPX, ANSI/VITA 65-2010, furthers
interoperability of different VPX OEM hardware by defining standardized
communication lanes and backplane configurations. All Alpha Data hardware is
compliant with multiple OpenVPX configurations.

OpenVPX PCIe Backplane Configuration:

Similar to PCIe architecture of modern commercial motherboards, VPX uses a
switched PCIe architecture on the backplane.

Ethernet Control Interface:

OpenVPX supports two 1000Base-BX Ethernet backplane interfaces per VPX slot.

Mass Storage Option:

OpenVPX also defines two optional SATA lanes to each VPX module. Alpha Data
ADA-VPX3 and ADC-VPX3 product lines support two mSATA devices compliant
with this interface.

Cooling Options:

Images courtesy of WaveTherm, www.wavetherm.com.

VPX supports a number of cooling options to meet all customer needs. Air cooled
chassis and modules are excellent for lab and development environments. While
conduction cooling provides thermal relief in industrial or high altitude environments.

High-Speed IO:

The VPX backplane connector supports signaling speeds in excess of 10Gbps.
Alpha Data supports the maximum number of high-speed IO lanes available. The
Data Plane and Expansion planes of P1 are fully connected, along with 10 lanes
(bidirectional) of data to P2. FPGA technology enables the user to choose any
signaling standard imaginable like, 1000Base-X, XAUI, SRIO, and proprietary
protocols.

For further details on VPX visit our introduction to VPX page.

Camera Link Products

Alpha Data's FMC-
CAMERALINK provides the
connection between powerful
FPGA processors and a wide
range of cameras, image
sensors, and scientific inst-
ruments. Providing base, dual
base, medium and full Camera
Link modes.

The FMC-CAMERALINK offers
the ability to implement
applications such as frame-
grabbers, camera emulators,
machine vision, digital video and
image processing systems in the
FPGA. Combined with Alpha
Data's latest Virtex-6 or Virtex-7
FPGA boards, and Camera Link IP
blocks, it provides a total solution
for computer vision, scientific
imaging, and commercial or
defense surveillance applications
enabled with Camera Link.

Alpha Data is a member of the
AIA.

Alpha Data Design
Capabilities & ITAR

Compliance
Both our Denver and Edinburgh
facilities offer full cycle design,
production and test capabilities.
For products that fall under the
International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR), our Denver
facility is fully compliant with the
Department of State requirements.
Alpha Data Inc.'s design
capabilities and ITAR compliance
provide a great benefit to U.S.
defense contractors that can easily
customize COTS products for use
in military applications.

Modified COTS
All Alpha Data goods and
technologies can be adapted for
customer-specific requirements.
Alpha Data has a strong history of
adapting and modifying our
catalog products quickly and
economically by utilizing high
design reuse. Because of Alpha
Data's fast design cycle, intimate
partnerships and years of
expertise in the industry, the
company is able to offer customers
lower costs, customized design,
shorter lead times and greater
technical support. Contact us
today to see how your system can
benefit from high-performance
reconfigurable computing, your
way.

Xilinx Alliance
Program

Alpha Data is a Certified Member
of the Xilinx Alliance Program. This
means that our customers can be
assured that Alpha Data continues
to get the best out of the Xilinx
products and passes these
benefits onto them.
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